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Chemical Analysis of Firearms, Ammunition, and Gunshot ResidueCRC Press, 2008
There are numerous detailed books on firearms available for enthusiasts, the vast majority of the books concentrating on the physical aspects of firearms. Very little has been published on the chemical aspects of firearms and ammunition and what has been published is sparse and fragmented in the literature. One of the reasons for this is that...
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Wheels and Axles (Early Bird Physics Series)Lerner Publications, 2001
You work every day. At home, one of your chores may be painting. At school, you work when you sharpen your pencil. You work at snack time. And you work when you race in gym. Eating and playing are work, too!

About the Authors

Sally M. Walker is the author of many books for young readers. When she isn’t busy writing and...
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Magnetic Fields: A Comprehensive Theoretical Treatise for Practical UseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	A unique resource for physicists and engineers working with magnetic fields


	An understanding of magnetic phenomena is essential for anyone working on the practical application of electromagnetic theory. Magnetic Fields: A Comprehensive Theoretical Treatise for Practical Use provides physicists and engineers with a thorough...
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Quantum Variational CalculusSpringer, 2013

	This Brief puts together two subjects, quantum and variational calculi by considering variational problems involving Hahn quantum operators. The main advantage of its results is that they are able to deal with nondifferentiable (even discontinuous) functions, which are important in applications.


	Possible applications in...
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Managing IP Networks: Challenges and Opportunities (IEEE Press Series on Network Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
An essential resource on the future of IP networks    

Everyone agrees that Internet Protocol (IP) has played and will play a major role in the evolution of networks and services. The exact nature and scope of that role, however, remains a point of discussion.  Assembling the foremost experts in their respective fields, editors Salah...
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Biochemistry (2 volume set): The Chemical Reactions of Living Cells, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2003
An incomparable, up-to-date reference for basic biochemistry, associated chemistry, and underlying biological phenomena.     

       Biochemistry: The Chemical Reactions of Living Cells is a well-integrated, up-to-date reference for basic biochemistry, associated chemistry, and underlying biological phenomena. Biochemistry is a...
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Time-Dependent Problems and Difference MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Praise for the First Edition


	". . . fills a considerable gap in the numerical analysis literature by providing a self-contained treatment . . . this is an important work written in a clear style . . . warmly recommended to any graduate student or researcher in the field of the numerical solution of partial...
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Flow Cytometry in Hematopathology: A Visual Approach to Data Analysis and Interpretation (Current Clinical Pathology)Humana Press, 2002

	Flow cytometry immunophenotyping of hematopoietic disorders is a complex and demanding exercise that requires a good understanding of cell lineages, developmental pathways, and physiological changes, as well as broad experience in hematopathology. The process includes several interrelated stages, from the initial medical decision regarding...
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Our War Paint Is Writers' Ink: Anishinaabe Literary Transnationalism (SUNY series, Native Traces)SUNY Press, 2018

	
		The first word of Anishinaabemowin my father ever taught me
	
		was “miigwech”—“thank you”—because it is the most important. I
	
		have had many opportunities to use the word over the course of writ
	
		ing this book, but I would be remiss if I didn’t take the time to say it
	
		once...
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Fundamentals of X Programming: Graphical User Interfaces and BeyondSpringer, 1999
This book provides an overview of the X Window System focusing on characteristics that have significant impact on the development of both application programs and widgets. We pay special attention to applications that go beyond graphical user interfaces (GUIs); therefore we discuss issues affecting video games, visualization and imaging programs,...
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Handbook of Preventive Interventions for AdultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A complete and current overview of preventive interventions and programs for adults
More than at any time in our history, people are living longer. Yet, in many cases, individuals are beset by emotional, physical, and social problems that can erode their quality of life. Whether the issue is obesity, anxiety, or partner violence, all of these...
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Handbook of Magnetic Materials, Volume 21North Holland, 2013

	Over the last few decades magnetism has seen an enormous expansion into a variety of different areas of research, notably the magnetism of several classes of novel materials that share with truly ferromagnetic materials only the presence of magnetic moments.


	Volume 21 of the Handbook of Magnetic Materials, like the...
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